
Data Overload
Emerging threat detection technologies can provide invaluable 
intelligence to keep modern security operations center “SOC” teams 
aware of ongoing, advanced cyber threats. However, unless these 
new data streams are managed properly, they often only contribute to 
the noise that an analyst must sift through to plan a proper response.

Advanced SOC teams face a number of challenges:

          Understanding data from a large and growing number of
           detectors or indicator feeds
          Coordinating team performance across disparate geographies
          Maintaining adaptive and flexible cyber incident response
           plans
           Keeping the SOC team sharp and ready for the next defensive
           strategy

Modern SOC teams simply do not have the people power  to analyze 
the data  they are receiving from advanced detection systems. They 
are constantly looking to hire more analysts who  work more hours.  
But, as these teams grow, their performance does not improve 
proportionally and adding bodies doesn't add the necessary scale 
either.  Often, efforts will be duplicated while response plans become 
stale due to the growing workloads overwhelming even these larger 
more mature teams.  

Too much noise is created and information is lost, leaving 
sophisticated SOC teams to learn that hiring more people may not be 
the answer, especially given the shortage of cyber resources in the 
market today.  Modern SOC teams need a way to consolidate all of 
this information and orchestrate speedy, accurate team responses.

Cyber attacks spread from Victim 0 
to Victim 1 within 24 hours in 75% 
of attacks.

According to the Verizon 2015 Data Breach Report
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CyOps orchestrates security operations to eliminate stress and confusion.

The Next Gen SOC has a single-pane-of-glass console through which to 
run all security operations tools, people power and reporting. This 
command center keeps every team member on the same page and 
ensuring that the noise from modern detection systems is minimized.  
CyOps enables the Next Gen SOC to move swiftly in analyzing emergent 
threats and coordinating effective responses.

Cybersponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) as the 
central orchestrator:

           Integrates with most modern defensive, perimeter reporting
           or threat feeds via our API
           Provides a real-time central communications platform with 
           automatic coordination
           Allows for on-the-fly cyber response plan modification and 
           status updates
           Provide SOC teams with simulation scenarios or practicing 
           playbooks
           Automatically orchestrates analysis of incoming threat data
           with graphic analysis

Beyond the seemingly simple task of coordinating communications, the 
Next Gen SOC will automate incoming analysis and make all SOC team 
members much more productive.  CyOps allows for users to pre-script 
analysis flows so that analysts do not need to switch between multiple 
consoles and manually enter data.  Utilizing modern detection and 
intelligence tools automatically, the Next Gen SOC begins its work with 
actionable data from the beginning.  CyOps prevents users from wasting 
time and presents them with fully-vetted data so they can deploy 
responsive resources in a fraction of the time that other SOC teams take to 
begin.

CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps)
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The Cybersponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) is a 
highly-scalable, enterprise-grade security operations platform built to 
help modern SOC teams achieve advanced levels of efficiency and 
stress-free productivity.  From integration with advanced cyber security 
tools to consolidated communications or work loads, CyOps provides 
the modern SOC with everything it needs to build a stress-free, highly 
effective team.  The modern SOC needs to ensure it is compliant, fast, 
and cost-effective.  CyOps is the tool to ensure stress-free productivity 
for most industry verticals.  Never be caught unprepared or in a state of 
growing confusion again!

            Integration with the latest technology (malware analysis, threat 
intelligence, IDS, SIEM, etc.)

            Let no task or assignment slip through the cracks
            Hold practice responses with simulation capabilities
            Best practices and regulatory compliance templates
            Executive dashboards & automated reporting
            Incident Response Automated workflow engine
            Fully customizable platform for every organization's needs
            Save time, money, and reduce risk exposure

The Cybersponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) is a robust platform 
that can be deployed in both Secure SaaS and on-premise instances.  
CyOps is the affordable solution for coordinating effective response or daily 
security operations. CyOps can be integrated with a variety of security tools 
as well as other tools, including ticketing systems, depending on 
organizational needs.  Pricing is generally on a per-seat basis, billed 
annually. Custom pricing and site licensing is available.

            Light-weight installations
            Be up and running in a single day
            Save money — reduce hiring needs or turn-over
           Reduce costs by real-time responses at the very 
            start of a potential breach
            Access to new features or capabilities as they are released

CyOps subscriptions have three primary levels: Basic, Professional, and 
Enterprise. Custom development and professional services are available if 
needed. Call today to find out which package is right for you!

CyberSponse enables companies to defend and counter attackers through a 
unique, collaborative security operations platform that facilitates 
comprehensive incident response lifecycle management. 

Founded in 2011, CyberSponse is a leading provider of automated incident 
response (IR) solutions for cyber security threat management. Most security 
groups within organization’s today use Word, Excel, and internal email to 
manage their daily security operations. CyberSponse takes a different 
approach and believes that an automated and transparent view of SecOp 
efforts and true situational awareness for all levels of management is 
required for proactive management of the complexity of IT security. The 
CyberSponse technology platform dramatically improves the efficiency and 
the effectiveness of the daily SecOps team’s efforts against cyber-attacks by 
providing a centralized system for managing, monitoring, reporting, and 
analyzing an organization’s entire IT security infrastructure and processes.

Pricing Model

About CyberSponse

Website: www.cybersponse.com
Email: sales@cybersponse.com
Phone:  480.378.3493

Contact Cybersponse

Value & Benefits

According to the ITRC (Identity Theft Resource Center) Data Breach 
Reports - December 31, 2014

85,611,528 records where exposed
in 2014.

Do you have a plan?
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